2003 diamante vrx

The new Honda Accord, Ford Taurus, Buick LeSabre and often overlooked Nissan Maxima all
offer attractive exteriors combined with proven V6 engines that, as a rule, offer at least hp. The
VR-X is a sporty rendition of the Diamante and in many ways it succeeds. And yet even the
rather pedestrian Honda Accord can now be had with a hp V6. Granted, there is more to a sport
sedan than just power, but with its sporting pretensions, the Diamante VR-X falls short with its
mid-pack hp engine. There was a time when hp was more than enough to win accolades from
the public and journalists alike. The Eagle Vision TSi offered hp and that was lauded by the
press as being a fast and fun sedan with power to spare. One area where the VR-X excels is
exterior styling. Yes, the optional rear wing could be called excessive, and perhaps only draws
attention to the fact that Mitsubishi is trying too hard to get us to see the Diamante as cool, but
overall the car is quite stylish. Headlights behind a clear cover are slightly reminiscent of BMW,
and the squared taillights add a modern touch to an aging design. Inside the Diamante is a
cabin that veers more toward sport than luxury; still the supportive seats are comfortable and
welcoming with wide seat bottoms that offer some support. Although the Diamante is not a
small car in overall dimension, the interior seems less roomy than expected. Rear seats are
comfortable, but lack adequate legroom for most normal sized adults. The driving position is
rather European. Legs are close to the pedals, while arms are outstretched to reach the steering
wheel. The sporty steering wheel on the VR-X has a nice fat grip but lacks the radio controls
that are found on the LS model. There are plenty of metallic looking surfaces, but closer
inspection reveals them to be little more than painted plastic. Sporty, white-faced gauges with a
red glow work well, and the Infiniti sound system sounds better than average. On the road, the
VR-X feels every bit the sport sedan it is intended to be. Steering is quick and precise and
handling is predictable and light, but lacks the no-holds-barred precision of a Lexus IS or BMW
3-series. Acceleration is brisk, and the automatic transmission feels perfectly geared for all
driving conditions from open highway touring, to heel and toe sprinting. The 3. Wider or more
performance oriented tires could really change the character of the VR-X. The fun factor is
there, but the tires are not up to the task. This car feels, acts and drives like a European sport
sedan, albeit a budget sport sedan like an Opel or Fiat. Highway driving is pleasant as there is
little wind noise at speed. Road noise is more pronounced than it should be, but its not irritating
â€” if this were intended to be a luxury car, more sound insulation would be required. Ride
quality on the open highway is a bit choppy. Again, a luxury car would suffer as a result, but the
sport-oriented VR-X makes compromises between sport and luxury that, in the long run, are
worth it. With Honda and Nissan offering V6 powered cars with well over hp, its hard to see the
Diamante VR-Xs advantage in an already competitive market, on the other hand there is
something to be said for uniqueness and individuality. Somewhere between true sport and true
luxury lies the Mitsubishi Diamante VR-X, a good-looking, spunky car that no one seems to
know about. Bottom line; bargain hard on the price, then use the saving to buy some serious
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with adaptive shift control. The Mitsubishi Diamante is an automobile that was manufactured by
Mitsubishi Motors from to The first series was a hardtop introduced to the public at the Tokyo
Motor Show in It was created by splicing an extra 6. The Diamante's platform was also used for
the sporty Mitsubishi GT. The name Diamante was derived from the Spanish, Portuguese, and
Italian word for "diamond" and was adopted also as homage to the Mitsubishi badge which is
composed of three diamonds. In Japan, this vehicle was sold at a specific retail chain called Car
Plaza. From , a more conventional Diamante-derived Mitsubishi Sigma sedan was also built in
Japan for its domestic and European export markets. It became the basis of the second
generation Magna independently built in Australia. Its Australian luxury derivate, sold as the
Verada, became the Diamante for export markets including New Zealand and North America a
year later. The Wagon version was also exported including to Japan. There have been rumors
that the Diamante was either not intended for a Japanese launch, or it might have been planned
as a low-volume model. The reason for this argument is that until , the width of vehicles was a
vital indication of taxation class. At the time, Mitsubishi's international image was also
considered less than ideal for the marketing of a luxury car â€”its most expensive offering at
the time, the Debonair , was largely seen as a company car project for Mitsubishi conglomerate
executives. Mitsubishi needed to compete with the Legend and the Diamante was the result.
However, the tax situation had changed in , and the Diamante became the surprise hit of Amidst
Japan's bubble economy , many private car owners sought an executive car in a market that

had very few new offerings that year. FWD versions featured an independent suspension design
with MacPherson strut at the front and multi-link in the rear. This version was available with a
range of engines listed below, some with five-speed manual in addition to four-speed automatic
transmission. All have MacPherson strut front suspension with double wishbones at the rear.
Both front and rear brake discs are ventilated. This range of vehicles was powered by three V6
engines of 2. Perhaps contrary to its overseas image, Mitsubishi at the time fully emphasized
the use of electronic gadgets in its cars and the Diamante is notable for a long list of such
features. Each engine choice obligated buyers in Japan to pay more annual road tax and the
level of standard and luxury equipment increased accordingly. The Diamante won the Car of the
Year Japan award in â€” [11] and its model range was as follows:. The 20E is the base model
Diamante. It comes with a 2. It is available as both a five-speed manual and four-speed
automatic, with inch steel wheels. Optional extras were a rear wiper and alloy wheels. It has the
F11A frame number. In October this engine was replaced by the new valve 6A12 engine, with the
same overall displacement but a shorter stroke. The 25E has the same features as the 20E but
replaces the 20E's 2. The 25E's 2. The 25E has a frame number of E-F13A. The next model in the
long Diamante model range is the 25V. The 25V is almost the same as the 25E, although is
identified with a different frame number reflecting the fact that four-wheel steering was
equipped E-F15A. It uses the same 2. It is available in four-speed automatic transmission and
inch alloy wheels. In addition to the 20E equipment, the 25V also features speed sensitive power
steering, leather-wrapped steering wheel and ventilated rear brake discs for maximum braking
performance. Optional was a rear wiper. The 25V-SE is the top of the range 2. As with its lower
variants the 2. Like the 25V upon which it is based, it is only available as an automatic.
Optionals are the rear wiper and leather interior. It is identified by the same E-F15A frame
number as the 25V. There was also a version of this without the four-wheel steering called the
25V-S, with chassis code F13A. The 30V is the base 3. It comes with a 3. It is only available in
automatic. Leather interior and rear wiper remain optional. The 30R is the middle of the 3. It
uses the 3. As with all higher spec Diamantes it is available in automatic only. The only addition
is a front spoiler. The 30R is identified with the same E-F17A frame number. It uses the same 3.
Externally, it also features the front spoiler of the 30R. Its frame number is E-F17A. The 25V
comes with a 2. Optional is full leather interior and a rear wiper. It has the frame number of
E-F27A as it is the same basic vehicle as the 30R. The Diamante sedan was first sold in the
United States in spring for model year , replacing the Sigma. The base model used the 6G72 3.
Optional was ABS, cruise control, alloys and sunroof. A manual sunroof and leather were
optional. With the model year update, there were minor equipment changes, and the base
Diamante gained the ES suffix. The station wagon also became available during When the
Diamante was updated in , sedans received revised taillamps, [12] and a four-spoke steering
wheel with audio controls. All models now included a passenger side airbag and cruise control
as standard. For the LS, the manual sunroof was deleted from the option list and replaced with a
CD player, power sunroof and traction control. Anti-lock brakes were standard on the LS and
optional on the ES and wagon. For the model year, the ES sedan was relegated to fleet sales,
leaving only the LS sedan and the station wagon available to the general public. It was marketed
in its domestic market as the Verada, which was a more luxurious version of the more
mainstream second generation Australian-made Magna , both based on the Japanese Sigma.
This model was the only one also built as a wagon that, along with the sedan, was intended for
both the Australian domestic and export markets. The second generation of the Diamante was
introduced to the Japanese market in January The Diamante was marginally larger with
improved headroom. It was powered by several engines: the base engine was a 2. The new
Diamante range in Japan topped off with a 3. In its latter years, the Diamante range was reduced
to a single engine offering in Japan, first a 3. The Australian produced Verada came off the
production line on 1 July , and now formed the basis of all Diamantes sold outside Japan. Sales
on the US market commenced with the model year in late October , [17] [18] where it occupied
"near luxury" segment and competed on price with vehicles like the Lexus ES The North
American Diamante also didn't receive an automatic with a manual-shift mode until , and even
then it was available only in LS and VR-X models and had only four speeds. These Australian
export models were mechanically different from the Japanese Diamante since the latter:. In
addition, with the Japanese Diamante, Mitsubishi introduced more technological innovations
including:. Australia was also the source of all Diamante wagons, for its domestic market and
export markets including Japan, where their sales commenced in October The exterior was
refreshed for at which time, the Diamante won New Zealand's Car of the Year award. A radical
restyle followed with the presentation at the New York International Auto Show of a new
Diamante adopting the then new corporate look. Mitsubishi ceased to export the Diamante to
North America after due to a decline in sales and unfavourable exchange rates. The U. In

Canada, the Diamante was only sold from December for the model year only. It continued in its
original narrow-body form until On 15 June , Mitsubishi announced it would halt production on
larger sedans within Japan by December of that year, affecting both Diamante and Galant
models. It was continued with the restyling. The model's exterior was based on the
top-of-the-range Australian KJ-series Verada sedan, whereas its mechanicals and fittings were
derived from a combination of other Australian-made models:. Unique to the American VR-X
was a watt, eight-speaker sound system and its engine was a 3. The model continued the above
mix of features but this time became more directly based on the TL-series Magna. Specifically,
unlike the standard Diamante models that were Verada on the outside, the model was based on
the Magna VR-X for example, the rear light cluster were identical between these two. Electric
seats and leather trim remained Verada-derived fittings. The steering wheel remained the 2-tone
leather unit of the TJ series Magna VR-X Limited Edition that became an optional accessory
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